THE ‘‘CHUNNEL’’ FIRE. I: CHEMOPLASTIC SOFTENING
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ABSTRACT: This paper and its companion paper present the main results of an assessment of the fire in the
Channel Tunnel (the ‘‘Chunnel’’), which destroyed a part of the concrete tunnel rings by thermal spalling. The
study seeks (1) to evaluate the effect of thermal damage (loss of elastic stiffness) and thermal decohesion (loss
of material strength) upon the stress state and cracking at a structural level; and (2) to check whether restrained
thermal dilatation can explain the thermal spalling observed during the fire. In the present paper, a macroscopic
material model for rapidly heated concrete is developed. It accounts explicitly for the dehydration of concrete
and its cross-effects with deformation (chemomechanical couplings) and temperature (chemothermal couplings).
The thermal decohesion is considered as chemoplastic softening within the theoretical framework of chemoplasticity. Furthermore, kinetics of dehydration, dimensional analysis, and thermodynamic equilibrium considerations show that a unique thermal dehydration function exists that relates the hydration degree to the temperature
rise, provided that the characteristic time of dehydration is much inferior to the characteristic time of structural
heat conduction. The experimental determination of the thermal dehydration function from in-situ measurements
of the elastic modulus versus furnace temperature rise is shown from experimental data available from the
chunnel concrete. Finally, by way of an example, the proposed constitutive model for rapidly heated concrete
is combined with the three-parameter William-Warnke criterion extended to isotropic chemoplastic softening.

INTRODUCTION
On November 18, 1996, a fire of 10 h duration with temperatures up to 700⬚C occurred in the Channel Tunnel (the
‘‘Chunnel’’), the 35 km railroad transport tunnel connecting
England and France. The fire destroyed parts of the concrete
tunnel rings by thermal spalling over a length of a few hundred
meters. Beside logistic questions concerning security and economic losses (a loss of $1.5 million per day over the sixmonth closure for repairs has been reported), the Chunnel fire
revealed the lack of understanding of the underlying mechanisms that (1) govern the material behavior of concrete at high
temperature (on the material level); and (2) lead to spalling of
concrete members exposed to high temperatures (on the structural level). As far as the phenomena are concerned, both the
material and structural behaviors are well described in the literature [for state-of-the-art reviews, see Schneider (1982), Bažant and Kaplan (1996), Phan (1997), and Phan et al. (1997)].

between the aggregates and the cement paste, in particular
in concretes with silicious aggregates. In turn, this is not
the case of concretes with calcareous aggregates such as
the one employed for the Chunnel rings, for which the
thermal dilatation coefficients of the aggregates and the
cement paste (almost) coincide. Hence, another phenom-

• On the material level, high temperatures lead to an irreversible loss of elastic stiffness (thermal damage) and of
material strength (thermal decohesion) of concrete. On the
macroscale of engineering material description (the typical scale of laboratory test specimens), thermal damage
and thermal decohesion are generally described by an apparent temperature dependence of the material properties
of concrete, as shown in Figs. 1(a and b) for the elastic
modulus E = E(T ), and the compressive strength fc = fc(T).
Some of this thermal damage and thermal decohesion may
result from the difference in thermal dilatation coefficient
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FIG. 1. (a) Thermal Damage (Thermal Loss of Elastic Stiffness), E = E(T ); (b) Thermal Decohesion (Thermal Strength
Loss), fc = hc (T ) [from Compilation of Test Data by Phan (1997)]

enon must be involved. From microstructural analysis of
fire-damaged concrete it has been found that both thermal
damage and thermal decohesion result rather from the dehydration of concrete on the microlevel [e.g., Lin et al.
(1996)].
• On the structural level, the behavior of concrete members
exposed to a large temperature rise is characterized by
spalling, i.e., by a brittle failure with most fracture planes
parallel to the heated surface. The risk of explosive thermal spalling has been found to be much more important
for structural members made of high performance concretes, and seems to increase with the specimen size. The
first can be explained by the higher brittleness of high
performance concretes (material property) [e.g., Bažant
(1997)], while the second seems to be related to the length
scales of heat and moisture transport through the structure,
as well as the capacity of larger structures to store more
energy (and their higher brittleness number).
While thermal spalling is frequently observed on concrete
members exposed to rapid heating, little agreement exists on
its physical origin. One may distinguish two main explanations:
• Spalling due to pressure buildup (Anderberg 1997). The
hypothesis is based on the low permeability of concrete.
Pressures are generated by the temperature at the front of
heating. The drained conditions at the heated surface and
the low permeability of concrete lead to strong pressure
gradients close to the surface, in the form of the so-called
moisture clog (Harmathy 1965), as sketched in Fig. 2(a).
The pore pressure is considered to drive progressive brittle failure, i.e., spalling — the more the lower the permeability of the concrete. This explanation seems consistent
with the experimental observation that predried specimens
are less prone to thermal spalling. Anyway, since spalling
did occur in the Chunnel, predrying (in the 10 year old
tunnel rings) seems not to have been sufficient to prevent
it. Furthermore, it is worth noting that the order of magnitude of these pressures, experimentally determined or
theoretically predicted, has never exceeded 1 MPa for
normal strength concrete and 2 to 3 MPa for high performance concrete (Bažant and Thongutai 1978, 1979;
Kontani 1994; Ahmed and Hurst 1995; Noumowé 1995;
Consolazio et al. 1997).
• Spalling due to restrained thermal dilatation (Bažant
1997). The hypothesis considers that the spalling results
from restrained thermal dilatation close to the heated surface, which leads to compressive stresses parallel to the
heated surface. These compressive stresses are released by
brittle fracture of concrete, i.e., spalling. The pore pressure can play only a secondary role as far as the growth
of a larger crack is concerned, because, due to the volume
expansion of a growing crack and the slowness of release
of additional water into the crack, the pressure in the crack
must rapidly decay after the crack begins to open. The
pressure may affect the bifurcation and the onset of instability in the form of explosive thermal spalling [Fig. 2(b)].
This explanation seems consistent with the order of magnitude of pore pressures.
This paper and its companion paper (Ulm et al. 1999) present the main results of a study of the Chunnel fire contracted
to Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussées (LCPC), Paris.
This study seeks (1) to evaluate the effect of thermal damage
and thermal decohesion upon the stress state and cracking on
the structural level; and (2) to check whether restrained thermal dilatation can explain the thermal spalling observed during

FIG. 2. Spalling Hypothesis: (a) Spalling Due to Pore Pressure
Buildup according to Anderberg (1997); (b) Spalling as Brittle
Fracture Due to Restrained Thermal Dilatation According to Bažant (1997)

the fire. The macroscopic modeling of the dehydration and its
cross-effects with elastic deformation and irreversible changes
in the solid skeleton is the purpose of this paper. The constitutive model will be developed in the framework of chemoplasticity (Coussy and Ulm 1996). It can be considered as an
inverse case of the modeling of thermo-chemomechanical couplings in early-age concrete (Ulm and Coussy 1995, 1996)
with chemoplastic softening due to dehydration. The results
obtained with this model in finite-element analysis of the
Chunnel fire are shown in the companion paper (Ulm et al.
1999).
CONSTITUTIVE MODEL
Consider concrete as a porous medium composed of a skeleton and some fluid phases filling the capillary pore space (i.e.,
water, vapor, and dry air). The observable strain is that of the
solid skeleton, denoted as . The cracking is considered here
within the standard continuum approach of elastoplasticity by
means of certain plastic variables, i.e., the plastic (or permanent) strain tensor, p, and the plastic hardening/softening variable , which both model the irreversible changes in the skeleton associated with microcracking. Furthermore, m sk is
denoted as the hydrate mass per unit of volume of concrete,
which equals, with opposite sign, the dehydration mass expelled in liquid form from the micropores of cement gel into
the capillary pore space. For the sake of simplicity, the elementary system is considered as closed (sealed) with respect
to the fluid phases filling the macropore space. Obviously, this
hypothesis, as well as the choice of plastic variables to represent cracking, is merely the first approach to the complex
phenomena occurring under fire conditions in concrete. It must
be seen in the perspective of the overall scope of this study,
i.e., the evaluation of the risk of spalling due to restrained
thermal dilatation in rapidly heated concrete. The brittle fracture analysis is beyond the scope of this study.
To formulate the couplings between dehydration, temperature, and deformation, the framework of chemically reactive
porous continua is applied (Coussy 1995). To this end, consider the energy dissipation of the closed reactive porous material, which reads
˙ ⱖ0
 = :˙ ⫺ ST˙ ⫺ ⌿

(1)

where a dot denotes the time derivative;  = macroscopic
stress tensor; S = entropy; and ⌿ = free (Helmholtz) energy
per unit volume. The free energy ⌿ is a function of the state
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variables, which describe the energy state of the elementary
system. These are the (absolute) temperature T and strain  as
the external state variables, and the plastic variables p and 
as the internal state variables. Hydrate mass m sk also is part of
the set of internal state variables (i.e., variables not controlled
from the exterior). The free energy ⌿ is assumed in the form
⌿ = ⌿(T, , p, , m sk) = (T,  ⫺ p, m sk) ⫹ U(, m sk)

(2)

where  = reduced potential; and U = frozen energy related
to chemoplastic hardening/softening. Using (2) in (1) yields
 = 1 ⫹ c ⱖ 0
1 = :˙ ⫹ ˙ ⱖ 0;
p

(3a)

c = A m ṁ sk ⱖ 0

(3b,c)

with
=

⭸
⭸
= ⫺ p;
⭸
⭸

=⫺

⭸U
;
⭸

⭸⌿
⭸T

(4a,b)

⭸( ⫹ U)
⭸m sk

(4c,d )

S=⫺

Am = ⫺

where 1 = energy dissipation rate associated with plastic deformations (including plastic hardening/softening); and c =
energy dissipation rate associated with the dehydration process. In (3) and (4), the stress tensor  has been classically
designated as the driving force of plastic strains, and the hardening force  as the force associated with plastic hardening or
softening. In the same manner, A m is the driving force of the
dehydration process, and is called the affinity. The energy approach allows one to derive the chemothermal and chemomechanical cross-effects from the Maxwell symmetries of potentials  and U. In particular, for the dehydration process at
hand, the couplings are presented by
⭸S
⭸A m
⭸2
=
=⫺
;
⭸m sk ⭸T
⭸T ⭸m sk

⭸
⭸A m
⭸2U
=
=⫺
⭸m sk ⭸
⭸⭸m sk

(5a,b)

The first relation accounts for the latent heat effects related to
the dehydration, and the second for the dependence of the
hardening force  on hydrate mass m sk. In view of (5), the
state equations (4) are obtained upon differentiation in the following incremental form:
d = C:(d ⫺ dp) ⫹ AdT ⫹ Bdm sk

(6)

T0 dS = Cε dT ⫺ T0 A:(d ⫺ dp) ⫺ ldm sk

(7)

d  = kdm sk ⫺ hd

(8)

dA m = ⫺B:(d ⫺ dp) ⫺ l

dT
⫹ kd ⫺ dm sk
T0

(9)

THERMAL DAMAGE AND THERMAL DILATATION
Eq. (6) can be inverted to read
d = ⌳:d ⫹ dp ⫹ ␣dT ⫹ ␤dm sk

(10)

In this equation
• ⌳ = fourth-order elastic compliance tensor, representing
the inverse of the elastic tangential stiffness tensor C =
⭸2/⭸ 2 (tangent with respect to strain ). From a purely
phenomenological view, this tensor is generally assumed
to be a function of temperature T, as suggested by experiments [Fig. 1(a)]. Except for thermal damage induced by
the difference in thermal dilatation coefficient between the
(silicious) aggregates and the cement paste, this thermal
damage cannot be regarded on the microlevel of material
description as an actual change of the mechanical properties of the matter constituting concrete with temperature,
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but rather as a change in the concentration and structure
of the cement paste constituents due to dehydration [e.g.,
Lin et al. (1996)]. On the macroscale of engineering material modeling, this can be considered through a dependence of the elastic material properties on the hydrate
mass m sk [i.e., C = C(m sk)], which constitutes a secondorder chemomechanical cross-effect, as discussed later. In
the isotropic case, the elastic stiffness tensor reads

冉

C(m sk) = K(m sk)1 嘸 1 ⫹ 2G(m sk) I ⫺

1
1嘸1
3

冊

(11)

where K(m sk) = E(m sk)/3(1 ⫺ 2) = bulk modulus; G(m sk)
= E(m sk)/2(1 ⫹ ) = shear modulus; 1 = second-order unit
tensor; I = fourth-order unit tensor; and
⌳(m sk) =

1⫹

I⫺
1嘸1
E(m sk)
E(m sk)

(12)

where E(m sk) = Young’s modulus; and  = Poisson’s ratio.
The link between the elastic modulus E of concrete, mortar, and cement pastes, and the hydration products has
been a matter of research for quite some time, namely in
the context of experimental research on early-age concrete
properties [e.g., Mindess et al. (1978), Byfors (1980),
Laube (1990), Torrenti (1992), and Boumiz et al. (1996)].
These studies revealed a proportionality between the volume of hydration products and the elastic properties beyond the percolation threshold, i.e., dE(m sk)/dm sk = const.
[see also Fig. 2 in Ulm and Coussy (1996)]. This proportionality can be considered as an intrinsic property of
cement-based materials. It is assumed to hold also in the
case of dehydration.
• A = ⭸2/⭸⭸T in (6) = compressive stress per unit change
of temperature T induced by restrained thermal dilatation,
and ␣ = ⫺⌳:A in (10) = tensor of thermal dilatation coefficients, which (in the isotropic case) reduces to ␣ = ␣1.
The thermal dilatation coefficient depends mainly on the
type of aggregate in concrete. Concretes with calcareous
aggregates (␣ = 6 – 7 ⫻ 10⫺6/K) have shown a decrease
of thermal dilatation with temperature increase, while
concretes with silicious aggregates are little affected by
high temperatures (␣ = 12 – 13 ⫻ 10⫺6/K).
• B = ⭸2/⭸⭸m sk in (6) and ␤ = ⫺⌳:B in (10) are secondorder tangential coupling tensors (tangent with respect to
hydrate mass m sk), and constitute the counterpart of the
aforementioned chemomechanical coupling between the
elastic properties and hydrate mass m sk. Furthermore, tensor B may allow for the account of a chemical dilatation
behavior (Coussy and Ulm 1996) related in concrete at
high temperatures to the volume increase due to chemical
transformation of the aggregates beyond 600 – 700⬚C [e.g.,
Lin et al. (1996)]. However, limiting the analysis to the
temperature range that occurred during the Chunnel fire,
this term will not be considered in the sequel. Thus, the
assumed linear order of this coupling implies B = /m sk,
which satisfies the higher-order Maxwell-symmetry on
elastic potential  (i.e., ⭸C(m sk)/⭸m sk = ⭸B/⭸ = ⭸3/
⭸ 2m sk).
THERMAL DECOHESION AS
CHEMOPLASTIC SOFTENING
The irreversible skeleton changes associated with microcracking are considered here within the framework of chemoplasticity (Coussy and Ulm 1996). This framework is a natural
extension of the standard plasticity theory to chemoplastic
couplings. As in standard plasticity, the plastic admissible
stress states are defined by the loading function f = f (, ),
such that

 僆 DE ⇔ f (, ) ⱕ 0

(13)

where DE = elasticity domain; and  = hardening force, defined
by (4c), which describes the strength domain of the material
during chemoplastic evolution. In contrast to the standard plastic model, the latter depends not only on the plastic hardening/
softening variable , but also on the hydrate mass m sk:
d  = kdm sk ⫺ hd ⇔  = (, m sk)

(14)

Note the difference with standard thermoplasticity models for
concrete at elevated temperature, in which temperature dependent yield criteria are employed [e.g., Khennane and Baker
(1992) and Heinfling et al. (1997)]. Considering that the dehydration is the main source of the macroscopically observable
strength loss of rapidly heated concrete, the strength domain
of concrete, expressed by the hardening force , does not intrinsically depend on the temperature T (which corresponds to
thermal hardening/softening), but rather on the hydrate mass
m sk. This is the phenomenon of chemical softening. It may be
explained as follows (cf. Fig. 3): On the microlevel, the dehydration process can be roughly attributed to a microdiffusion
of chemically bound water molecules from the micropores to
the capillary pores. The loss of bound water, together with the
chemical decomposition and dissociation of the hydration
products, weakens the chemical bond structure of cement gel
and destroys the cohesive forces in the micropores. On the
macroscale of engineering material modeling, these phenomena lead to chemical softening, affecting the strength domain
and its evolution, as expressed by (14). The effect of chemical
softening is twofold: it affects the initial material threshold of
the onset of plastic deformation (i.e., causes strength loss), as
well as the plastic (hardening/softening) properties during irreversible skeleton deformation, characterized by
• k = ⫺⭸2U/⭸⭸m sk, the chemoplastic coupling coefficient
• h = ⭸2U/⭸2, the plastic hardening coefficient
They both derive from the frozen energy U = U(, m sk) associated with chemoplastic hardening/softening phenomena in
the material.
For the evolution of the plastic variables, standard expressions can be applied for both the flow rule and the hardening
rule. In particular, assuming associated plasticity, they read
dp = d 

⭸f (, )
;
⭸

d = d 

⭸f (, )
⭸

(15a,b)

where d (ⱖ 0) = plastic multiplier. It is obtained from the
consistency condition df = 0 as (Coussy and Ulm 1996)
d =

冋

册

1 ⭸f
⭸f
:d ⫹
kdm sk
H ⭸
⭸

(16)

FIG. 3. Dehydration Sketch: Microdiffusion of Chemically
Bound Water Molecules from Micropores to Capillary Pores

H=⫺

冉冊

⭸f ⭸ d
⭸f
=h
⭸ ⭸ d 
⭸

2

(17)

where H = plastic hardening modulus, consistent with the standard definition of the sign of hardening modulus H (positive
for plastic hardening, negative for plastic softening). Finally,
as in standard plasticity, the associativity of both the flow and
hardening rules assures the nonnegativity of the intrinsic energy dissipation rate 1 associated with irreversible skeleton
deformations, i.e. (3b):

冉

1dt = d  :

冊

⭸f
⭸f
⫹
ⱖ0
⭸
⭸

if: f = df = 0

(18)

provided the loading function f = f (, ) is convex with respect to its arguments, the stress  and the hardening force .
LATENT HEAT OF DEHYDRATION
Neglecting the external volume heat sources, the heat balance equation reads
T0 S˙ = ⫺divq ⫹ 

(19)

where q = heat flux vector. The previous equation states that
the internal entropy rate, Ṡ, is equal to the sum of the entropy
rate produced from the heat from the exterior (the term ⫺divq/
T0) and the rate of internal entropy production due to dissipation [the term /T0 = (1 ⫹ c)/T0 given by (3)]. Then, using
(7) in (19), one gets
CεT˙ ⫹ 3K␣T0(ε˙ ⫺ ε˙ p) ⫺ lṁsk = ⫺divq ⫹ 

(20)

in which
• Cε = ⫺T0⭸2/⭸T 2 = volume heat capacity of concrete (i.e.,
the heat per unit volume required for a unit temperature
change).
• 3K␣T0 = ⫺T0⭸2/⭸T ⭸(ε ⫺ ε p) = latent heat per unit of
(elastic) volume deformation (with ε = tr and ε p = trp),
and constitutes the counterpart of the aforementioned
thermomechanical coupling of thermal dilatation. In an
adiabatic experiment, this coupling in concretes may lead
to a temperature change of 3K␣T0 /Cε ⬇ ⫺50 to ⫺80K
per unit of elastic volume change (temperature increase
in compression, temperature decrease in tension). In other
words, with respect to the small order of magnitude of
elastic volume strain in cementious materials (兩ε ⫺ ε p兩 <
0.001), this coupling may be considered as negligible as
far as the heat equation is concerned.
• l = T0⭸2/⭸T ⭸m sk represents, with the opposite sign, the
latent heat of dehydration per unit of hydrate mass m sk.
For l > 0 and ṁ sk < 0 during dehydration, the latter appears in heat equation (20) as a sink term of volume heat,
and corresponds to the endothermal nature of the dehydration process [e.g., Lin et al. (1996)]. This heat sink
opposes the heat production related to the plastic energy
dissipation, 1 ⱖ 0 according to (3b), and to energy dissipation by dehydration, c ⱖ 0 according to (3c). Note,
however, that the internal heat production in cementious
materials due to energy dissipation is quite small. In an
adiabatic experiment, 1dt/Cε does not exceed about 10 to
20 K per unit of permanent strain (always positive due to
the second law). With respect to their low ductility, this
heat source (due to energy dissipation) can be considered
as negligible in cementious materials.
Finally, for heat conduction, a linear law (Fourier law) may
be adopted, i.e., q = ⫺gradT, with  = conductivity. Neglecting the latent heat of (elastic) deformation and the heat
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source due to energy dissipation, the heat equation (20) becomes
CεT˙ = ⵜ2xT ⫹ lṁ sk

(21)

where ⵜ = Laplacian operator with respect to position vector
x.
2
x

DEHYDRATION KINETICS
As for the plastic deformations, a complementary evolution
law for the dehydration process needs to be formulated. According to standard thermodynamics, it relates the driving
force (i.e., affinity A m) to the rate ṁ sk. More precisely, if one
considers the microdiffusion of water molecules from the micropores to the capillary pores as the rate determining process,
ṁ sk is a diffusion rate that depends on the potential difference
between the water in the micropores and that in the capillary
pore space. At the macrolevel of material modeling, this potential difference is expressed by affinity A m, and a discrete
form of Fick’s law can be adopted:
Am = 

dm sk
exp
dt

冉 冊
Ea
RT

• B = ⭸2/⭸( ⫺ p)⭸m sk represents the thermodynamic imbalance induced by a unit strain change, and constitutes
the chemomechanical counterpart of the dependence of
the elastic properties on hydrate mass m sk. Upon integration, this coupling term leads to second-order strain terms,
which, in the hypothesis of infinitesimal strains (i.e., 储储
<< 1), can be neglected [e.g., Coussy and Ulm (1996)].
This leads one to assume that the dehydration process is
not affected by macroscopic stress application (because B
= /m sk).
• l/T0 = ⭸2/⭸T ⭸m sk represents the thermodynamic imbalance induced by a unit temperature change, the thermochemical counterpart of the latent heat of dehydration.
While negligible for small temperature variations under
typical ambient conditions [e.g., Ulm and Coussy (1996)],
this coupling plays an important role in the dehydration
of concrete in high temperatures.
• k = ⫺⭸2U/⭸⭸m sk represents the thermodynamic imbalance related to plastic hardening/softening phenomena,
i.e., to microcracking, which can lead to dehydration. Yet,
this effect of cracking on the hydration and dehydration
process seems negligible, in particular with respect to the
dehydration induced by thermochemical couplings.
•  = ⭸2U/⭸m sk is an equilibrium constant of the dehydration
process considered.
Consider now an experiment in which a sudden temperature
rise T – T0 is imposed. Assuming chemoelastic evolutions and
retaining only first-order terms, (22) and (9) yield
l
dm sk
(T ⫺ T0) ⫹ (m 0 ⫺ m sk) = 
exp
T0
dt

A m = 0:

(T ) =

冉 冊
Ea
RT

(23)

where m 0 = initial hydration mass [i.e., m sk (0) = m 0] at reference temperature T = T0. The temperature rise T – T0 induces
a thermodynamic imbalance (A m < 0), which drives dehydra276 / JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / MARCH 1999

m sk
l/T0
=1⫺
(T ⫺ T0)
m0
m 0

(24)

where  = degree of hydration, as defined in cement chemistry
(Powers and Brownyard 1948). In the approximate linear
model developed here, the hydration degree  decreases linearly with increasing temperature, T – T0. Moreover, because the
dehydration is bound from below by  = 0 (which corresponds
to complete dehydration), (24) indicates the maximum admissible temperature rise:
 = 0:

max(T ⫺ T0) =

m 0
l/T0

(25)

The latter depends on the initial hydrate mass, m 0, which in
turn depends on the concrete mix ratios (for instance, the water/cement ratio). Finally, assuming  to be constant, the evolution of hydration degree  in the experiment considered
reads

冋

(22)

where  = coefficient related to the microdiffusion; Ea = activation energy; and R = universal gas constant. The Arrhenius
term exp(Ea /RT ) accounts for the fact that the reaction in the
micropore space occurs faster the higher the temperature. Furthermore, affinity A m, which expresses the thermodynamic imbalance between the water molecules in the cement gel and
those in the macropores, is given by (9).
Eq. (9) shows the counterparts of the chemomechanical,
chemothermal, and chemoplastic couplings, with

Am = ⫺

tion ṁ sk < 0 until thermodynamic equilibrium is reached (i.e.,
A m = 0). From (23), it follows that

(t) = (T )

1 ⫺ exp

冉 冊册
⫺

t
d

(26)

where (T ) is the asymptotic solution (24), while
d =


exp


冉 冊
Ea
RT

(27)

is the characteristic time of dehydration, which decreases with
increasing temperature. The latter can be seen as a characteristic time of the microdiffusion between the micropores and
the capillary space. It can be roughly estimated that d ⱕ 5
min at 20⬚C, d ⱕ 10⫺1 s at 300⬚C, and d ⱕ 10⫺3 s at 700⬚C
(cf. Appendix I).
In the experiment considered, the temperature rise has been
assumed to occur instantaneously compared to the microdiffusion of the dehydration process. This is not the case when
considering the transport of heat by conduction through a
structure, where the time and length scales of the dehydration
reaction need to be seen in relation to the time and length
scales of the heat transport in the structure. To this end, the
dimensionless variables are introduced in both the spatial coordinate X = x/ᏸ and the time coordinate s = t/᐀ in heat
equation (21):
⭸T
⭸m sk
= ⵜ2XT ⫹ l/Cε
⭸s
⭸s

(28)

and in kinetics law (23):
Am
l
d ⭸m sk
=⫺
(T ⫺ T0) ⫹ m 0 ⫺ m sk =

T0
᐀ ⭸s

(29)

where ⵜ2X = Laplacian operator with respect to the dimensionless space variable X; and ᐀ = characteristic time of the heat
conduction, which is usually related to the characteristic length
ᏸ by
᐀=

ᏸ2
/Cε

(30)

Eq. (29) gives an insight into the concept of thermodynamic
equilibrium of the dehydration process coupled with heat conduction in the structure. In fact, if one considers d /᐀ → 0,
(29) yields
d
→ 0 ⇒ A m = 0:
᐀

 = (T )

(31)

which turns out to be the condition of thermodynamic equi-

librium, i.e., (24). Furthermore, if d << ᐀, the dehydration
process can be considered as (almost) terminated for an observation length scale satisfying the condition
d << ᐀ ⇔ ᏸ >> 兹d /Cε

(32)

This is generally the case when considering as the observation
length scale the structural scale of heat conduction. In fact, a
rough estimation of the right-hand side of inequality (32) for
rapidly heated concrete under fire conditions with temperature
rises of T ⫺ T0 = 300 – 700 K (Appendix I) gives 兹d /Cε
⬇ 10⫺4 m at 300⬚C, and 兹d /Cε ⬇ 10⫺5 m at 700⬚C, which
is several orders of magnitudes smaller than the typical scale
of heat conduction in concrete structures.
In other words, (24), (29), and (31) reveal the existence of
a unique thermal dehydration function  = (T ), obtained from
thermodynamic equilibrium relative to the time and length
scales of structural heat transport involved in chemoelastic evolutions. This still holds in chemoplastic evolutions, provided
that the effect of microcracking on affinity A m [i.e., the term
kd in (9)] is negligible with respect to the dehydration induced by thermochemical couplings. This partial decoupling
hypothesis reads formally
᭙

and

d << ᐀:

 = (T )

(33)

linearity of affinity A m with respect to temperature and hydrate
mass, and shows how the macroscopic thermal dehydration
function  = (T ) can be determined from the apparent temperature dependence of the mechanical material properties of
rapidly heated concrete, provided that the degree of the chemomechanical coupling (i.e., the dependence on hydration degree ) is known.
Furthermore, the thermal dehydration function  = (T ) may
partly explain the temperature dependence of the apparent volume heat capacity of concrete. Its value has been found to
increase with temperature T [e.g., Franssen (1987) and Noumowé (1995)]. The asymptotic solution to the dehydration process,  = (T ), according to (24), in (21), yields the heat equation in the form
Cd /᐀→0T˙ = K ⵜ2xT
Cd /᐀→0 = Cε ⫺ lm 0

d
= Cε ⫹ l 2/(T0)
dT

(35a)
(35b)

where Cd /᐀→0 = apparent volume heat capacity. Note the increase in the apparent heat capacity due to the ‘‘heat sink’’ of
dehydration (i.e., Cd /᐀→0 ⱖ Cε). In the simplified linear model
developed here (in which affinity A m is linear with respect to
temperature T and hydrate mass m sk), this increase is constant.
Fig. 5 compares the apparent heat capacity determined from

EXPERIMENTAL IDENTIFICATION OF THERMAL
DEHYDRATION FUNCTION
In the preceding paragraph, the thermal dehydration function (24) has been theoretically derived as an asymptotic solution of the dehydration process under the hypothesis of a
linear dependence of affinity A m on temperature T and hydrate
mass m sk [i.e., (23)]. This hypothesis deserves verification. For
a given temperature rise T – T0, the hydration degree  needs
to be determined experimentally. Alternatively, the evolution
of the hydration degree can be followed indirectly through the
effects of dehydration, namely through the cross-effects with
the changes in elastic stiffness (thermal damage) or in material
strength (thermal decohesion).
To this end, consider the linear chemomechanical coupling
E() = E0 , which expresses (in the isotropic case) the proportionality between the volume of hydration products and the
elastic properties of concrete. The proportionality has been
found to constitute an intrinsic material property of concrete.
It is assumed to hold as well in the case of dehydration, with
E0 the elastic modulus for  = 1. Furthermore, the thermal
damage of rapidly heated concrete is generally described in
terms of experimentally determined relations E = E(T ), which
link the temperature T to the elastic modulus E [Fig. 1(a)].
Then, combining this phenomenological relation, E = E(T ),
with the aforementioned intrinsic proportionality, E() = E0 ,
one can determine the thermal dehydration function
(T ) =

E(T )
E0

FIG. 4. Thermal Dehydration Function  = (T ), Determined
from Thermal Loss of Elastic Stiffness E = E(T ) of Chunnel Concrete [Experimental Data from Fasseu (1997)]

(34)

This equation is plotted in Fig. 4 for the concrete of the
Chunnel. The values for E(T ) have been obtained by Fasseu
(1997) on cored cylindrical specimens of undamaged concrete
of the chunnel rings. These specimens were cut in slices of
diameter 73.5 mm and 8 mm thickness, and subject to different
controlled furnace temperature rises varying from 100 to
700⬚C. After cooling, the elastic modulus was determined by
dynamic measurements and compared to the initial dynamic
modulus of E0 = 46 MPa [for preparation, and the devices for
testing, see Fasseu (1997)]. The thermal dehydration function
 = (T ), determined according to (34), shows a pronounced
proportional decrease in the hydration degree with temperature
in the range of T – T0 僆 [0; 600] K. This confirms the assumed

FIG. 5. Temperature Dependence of Apparent Volume Heat
Capacity of Concrete according to Eq. (35b) Obtained for Chunnel Concrete and to Eurocode 4 (‘‘Conception’’ 1994)
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(35b) using the thermal dehydration function  = (T ) of Fig.
4, with the typical apparent temperature dependence considered in international design codes (‘‘Conception’’ 1994). In
the general nonlinear case, a monotonic increase of heat capacity Cd /᐀→0 with temperature could be obtained. However,
as shown by the preceding dimensional analysis, this empirical
temperature dependence is not an intrinsic material property
(i.e., independent of boundary conditions, specimen size, etc.),
but is related through the characteristic time ratio d /᐀ to the
time and length scales of the structural heat transport.
WILLAM-WARNKE CRITERION WITH ISOTROPIC
CHEMOPLASTIC SOFTENING
By way of application, the model for chemoplastic softening
will now be combined with the three-parameter WillamWarnke yield criterion. For the sake of clarity, isotropy will
be assumed for both chemical and plastic hardening or softening. Willam and Warnke’s (1975) loading function of plasticity reads
f =  ⫹ ␦()( ⫺ (, ))

(36)

where (, , ) = invariants of stress tensor  = s ⫹ 1 with
eigenvalues 1 ⱖ 2 ⱖ 3, and s = stress deviator:
=

冑

1
s:s;
2

=

1
tr;
3

cos  =

21 ⫺ 2 ⫺ 3

兹12

(37a – c)

Furthermore, ␦() = friction angle, which depends on Lode
angle  varying between friction coefficient ␦t = ␦( = 0⬚) on
the tensile meridian and friction coefficient ␦c = ␦( = 60⬚) on
the compressive meridian (Fig. 6). The expression for ␦() can
be found in many textbooks [cf. Chen and Han (1988)], and
is given in Appendix II. Finally,  = (, ) is the cohesion
pressure, which, for the present isotropic chemoplastic hardening, depends on the hardening variable  and the hydration
degree . In the ideal plastic case (i.e.,  = 0), the three material parameters, i.e., the cohesive pressure 0 and friction
coefficients ␦t and ␦c, are related to the standard material characteristics by
fc =

3␦c

兹3 ⫺ ␦c

0;

ft =

3␦t

兹3 ⫺ ␦t

0;

fbc =

3␦t

兹3 ⫺ 2␦t

0

(38a – c)

where fc = uniaxial compressive strength; ft = uniaxial tensile
strength; and fbc = biaxial compressive strength. The extension
to chemoplastic hardening/softening is straightforward — it

FIG. 6.
Plane

suffices to replace in relations (38) 0 by  = (, ). More
precisely, the line of argument is as follows:
1. fc = fc() is an intrinsic material function. The dependence
of the material strength on the solidified material volume
(proportional to ) has a mechanical meaning. This cannot a priori be said about the phenomenological relation
fc = fc(T ), when setting the phenomenon of thermal microcracking due to the difference in thermal dilatation
coefficient aside (a reasonable assumption in particular
in the case of concretes with calcareous aggregates).
2.  = (T ) is a thermodynamic equilibrium condition (i.e.,
A m = 0), and defines a dehydration state.
3. Combining the two previous points, i.e., fc = fc() and 
= (T ), yields fc(T ) = fc((T )). In other words, the combination of the mechanical meaning of fc = fc() and the
thermodynamic equilibrium condition  = (T ) gives a
mechanical and a thermodynamic interpretation of the
empirical relation fc = fc(T ) accessible by standard material tests [cf. Fig. 1(b)]. Thus, provided the thermodynamic equilibrium condition  = (T ), chemoplasticity
reduces to thermoplasticity, and chemical damage to
thermal damage. The same line of argument has been
applied to determine the thermal dehydration function
from the apparent thermal damage, E = E(T ) of the chunnel concrete [i.e., (34)].
Since the compressive strength of concrete has been found to
decrease almost linearly with the temperature, the following
expression can be adopted for the case of isotropic chemoplastic hardening/softening in the context of the three-parameter chemoplastic Willam-Warnke yield criterion:
(, ) = z()0

(39)

where z() 僆 [0; 1] denotes a suitable expression for the plastic hardening/softening in hardened concrete.
Next, assuming associated plasticity, the flow rule (15a)
reads
dp = de p ⫹
de p = d (s/2 ⫹ ( ⫺ z()0)P);

1 p
dε 1
3

dεp = tr(dp) = d ␦()

(40a)
(40b,c)

where P = ⭸␦()/⭸, the expression of which is given in Appendix II. Concerning the hardening law, the plastic volume
dilatation is considered as the hardening variable, i.e.,  = εp.

Three Parameter Willam-Warnke Criterion: (a) in (, )-Half-Spaces of Compressive and Tensile Meridians; (b) in Deviator
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In the context of an associated hardening rule (15b), this
choice implies the following expression for the hardening
force  = (, ) in the yield criterion (36):
f (, ) =  ⫹ ␦()( ⫺ 0 ⫹ )

(41)

( = ε , ) = 0[1 ⫺ z( = ε )]

(42)

p

p

Using (41) in (15b) yields
d = d 

⭸f (, )
= d ␦()
⭸

(43)

which is equal to the incremental plastic dilatation dεp given
by the flow rule (40c).
Finally, (16), (17), (40), and (43) yield the hardening modulus H and the plastic multiplier d  for the Willam-Warnke
model with isotropic chemoplastic hardening:
H=h
d =

冉冊
⭸f
⭸

2

= h0␦() = H 0
2

(44)

1
[d ⫹ ␦()d ⫹ ( ⫺ 0 ⫹ )P:ds ⫹ ␦()(0 ⫺ )d/]
H 0
(45)

where h0 = 0dz(ε )/dε and H 0 = plastic hardening coefficient
and hardening modulus of the material at  = 1. Note that the
sign of the hardening modulus H is given by the sign of the
plastic hardening coefficient h0 = h0(εp) for the plastic hardening or softening behavior. In turn, with advancing dehydration, the material approaches the ideal plastic limit case (H =
0), which is obtained at complete dehydration ( = 0). This
linear dependence of the plastic hardening and softening properties on the hydration degree , however, still needs to be
confirmed from experimental data on the hardening and softening of concrete at high temperatures [for instance, from fracture energy G f , which is proportional to frozen energy U(, )
of chemoplastic hardening, from which — according to (4c) —
hardening force , i.e. (42), ensues]. Finally, the choice of the
three-parameter Willam-Warnke yield criterion with isotropic
chemoplastic hardening/softening is not restrictive. The same
line of argument can be applied to any other loading function
and hardening models.
p

p

CHEMOPLASTIC RETURN MAPPING ALGORITHM
Finally, some comments on the numerical treatment of the
chemoplastic constitutive equations of the dehydration model
in the constitutive library of finite-element program are in order. In the context of an Euler backward scheme, the discrete
version of state equations (6) and (14) together with (42) reads
(in the isotropic case)
n⫹1 = n
⫹

[e.g., Simo and Hughes (1997)] can be readily modified to
accommodate chemoplasticity. In particular, the internal state
p
variables at instant tn⫹1 (i.e., the plastic variables n⫹1
and
n⫹1, and the hydration degree n⫹1) are suitably updated by
using a return mapping algorithm. The return mapping algorithm starts from a trial state (or predictor step), which indicates whether plastic flow occurs. In the standard plastic
model, this predictor step is completely defined by the elastic
trial stress trial
n⫹1. Because the elasticity domain in chemoplasticity may evolve independently of plastic deformations, as a
function of hydration degree  (pure chemical hardening/softening), the trial state in chemoplasticity needs to take into
account both the trial stress, trial
n⫹1, and the trial hardening
force, trial
n⫹1, as shown in Fig. 7 in the ( ⫻ )-space. This
chemoelastic predictor respects the standard format of computational plasticity (Hellmich et al. 1997):
trial
f (trial
n⫹1, n⫹1) > 0 ⇔ ⌬n⫹1 > 0

(48a)

) ⱕ 0 ⇔ ⌬n⫹1 = 0

(48b)

,

trial
n⫹1

f (

trial
n⫹1

and is obtained from (46) and (47) by freezing the plastic flow
trial
(i.e., ⌬p,trial
n⫹1 = 0 and ⌬n⫹1 = 0):
trial
n⫹1 = n

trial
trial
trial
E0n⫹1
E0n⫹1
n⫹1
⫹
⌬en⫹1 ⫹
(⌬εn⫹1 ⫺ 3␣⌬Tn⫹1)1
n
1⫹
3(1 ⫺ 2)
(49)

trial
n⫹1
(50)
n
where trial
n⫹1 represents the hydration degree under chemoelastic
conditions given, according to (31), by the thermal dehydration
function  = (T ). In addition, the partial decoupling hypothesis
(33) reads:
trial
n⫹1 = 0 ⫹ (n ⫺ 0)

n⫹1 = trial
n⫹1 = (Tn⫹1)

(51)

which expresses the assumption of a negligible effect of plastic
hardening or softening on affinity Am. This allows one, from
an algorithmic point of view, to consider chemically inert conditions during the plastic corrector step: the hydration degree
is not altered due to plastic flow. In other words, the return
map involves only plastic flow, i.e., an (almost) standard projection of the trial state (49) and (50) onto the initially updated
trial
, n⫹1)] = 0.
chemoplastic loading surface f [n⫹1, (n⫹1 = n⫹1
Such plastic return mapping algorithms can be found in standard textbooks on computational plasticity [e.g., Simo and
Hughes (1997)]. In the case of the Willam-Warnke criterion,
with its dependence on the Lode angle , an explicit return
mapping algorithm [i.e., the cutting-plane algorithm proposed
by Ortiz and Simo (1986)] is more suitable for determining
the plastic admissible stress n⫹1 and hardening force n⫹1 than

n⫹1
E0 n⫹1
⫹
(⌬e n⫹1 ⫺ ⌬e pn⫹1)
n
1⫹

E0 n⫹1
p
(⌬εn⫹1 ⫺ ⌬εn⫹1
⫺ 3␣⌬Tn⫹1)1
3(1 ⫺ 2)
n⫹1 = 0 ⫹ (n ⫺ 0)

n⫹1
⫺ n⫹1h0(n⫹1)⌬n⫹1
n

(46)
(47)

with ⌬(•)n⫹1 = (•)n⫹1 ⫺ (•)n, where subscripts (•)n and (•)n⫹1
indicate the chemoplastic solutions for the preceding and the
current time steps, tn and tn⫹1, respectively. In (46) and (47),
⌬n⫹1 = ⌬en⫹1 ⫹ (1/3)⌬εn⫹11 and ⌬Tn⫹1 are the finite increments of the external variables, obtained as a solution of the
global balance equations (i.e., the momentum balance equation
and heat balance equation). For the chemoplastic model at
hand, advanced numerical tools of computational plasticity

trial
FIG. 7. Chemoelastic Trial State (trial
n⫹1, n⫹1) for Chemoplastic
Return Mapping Algorithm in ( ⴛ )-Space
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the implicit closest-point projection algorithm, which requires
second derivatives of the loading function.
CONCLUSIONS
The constitutive model for rapidly heated concrete presented
in this paper considers the dehydration of concrete at high
temperature and its coupling with temperature, elastic, and
plastic deformations. It has the following characteristic features:
1. The apparent thermal damage and thermal decohesion
result mainly from the dehydration of concrete at high
temperature. This means that the mechanical material
properties of rapidly heated concrete (Young’s modulus,
material strength) do not intrinsically depend on the temperature T, but rather on the hydration degree . Set
within the framework of chemoplasticity, this dependence on hydration degree  characterizes the chemomechanical couplings. In the case of rapidly heated concrete, the hydration is reversed to chemoplastic
softening. Standard yield criteria for concrete can be
readily adapted to take these phenomena into account.
This is illustrated for the three-parameter Willam-Warnke
criterion with isotropic chemoplastic softening. The implementation of the chemoplastic model for dehydration
in the constitutive library of finite-element programs requires only minor modifications concerning the trial state
in chemoplasticity.
2. The dehydration process is described by a kinetics law
that relates the driving force (affinity A m) to the dehydration rate. The thermodynamic imbalance induced by
chemothermal coupling results in dehydration, until thermodynamic equilibrium is reached. A state function  =
(T ) can be derived to relate the temperature T to hydration degree  at thermodynamic equilibrium. From dimensional analysis of the heat equation, and the fact that
the characteristic time of dehydration is much inferior to
the characteristic time of structural heat conduction, it is
shown that this thermal dehydration function  = (T )
still applies when the heat transport in the structure is
taken into account. The function  = (T ) can be determined from available experimental data on rapidly
heated concrete by exploring the chemomechanical couplings together with the empirical temperature dependence of the macroscopic material properties of concrete.
This is shown for the experimentally determined temperature dependence of the elastic modulus of the concrete of the Chunnel rings. The results confirm a linear
decrease of hydration degree  with the temperature rise.
3. For the sake of simplicity, the elementary system has
been considered as closed with respect to the fluid phases
saturating the macropore space. It could be argued that
the time scale of fire duration (10 h) is much smaller
than the time scale of the diffusion of water and vapor
in the structure (which is due to the low permeability of
concrete, i.e. 10⫺9 m/s for a low quality concrete, and
10⫺12 m/s for a high strength concrete), and that the role
of the pore pressure on deformation, cracking and fracture in rapidly heated concrete is not yet clear (see the
Introduction). However, this hypothesis, as well as the
choice of plastic variables to represent cracking, should
be seen in the perspective of the overall scope of this
study, whose main aim is the evaluation of the risk of
spalling due to restrained thermal dilatation as experienced in the Chunnel fire. This is analyzed in the companion paper (Ulm et al. 1999).
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APPENDIX I. CHARACTERISTIC TIME
OF DEHYDRATION
The order of magnitude of the characteristic time of dehydration, d, can be roughly estimated by considering the microdiffusion between the micropores and the capillary pores,
with an average diffusion length d traveled by the water molecules from the micropores to the capillary pores, and an average diffusivity D:
d ⬇ d (T0)exp

冋 冉
Ea
R

冊册

1
1
⫺
T
T0

;

d (T0) ⬇

d2
D(T0)

(52a,b)

where D(T0) = diffusivity of water passing through the pores
at reference temperature, D(T0 = 293 K) ⬇ 10⫺12 m2/s; 2d =
average distance between two macropores (2d ⬇ 10 – 40 m);
and Ea /R ⬵ 5,000 K. These values yield d (T0) = 25 – 400 s;
d = 6 – 96 ⫻ 10⫺3 s at 300⬚C; and d = 17 – 265 ⫻ 10⫺5 s at
700⬚C. The length scale, 兹d /Cε, corresponding to these microdiffusion times, can be roughly estimated from the thermal
conductivity  = 8 kJ/h/m/K and a volume heat capacity Cε
= 2,500 kJ/m3/K. One gets 兹d /Cε = 5 – 20 mm at 20⬚C,
兹d /Cε = 70 – 290 m at 300⬚C, and 兹d /Cε = 10 – 50
m at 700⬚C.
APPENDIX II.

WILLAM-WARNKE YIELD CRITERION

The expression of friction coefficient ␦() as a function of
Lode angle  in the Willam-Warnke yield criterion is given by
(Willam and Warnke 1975; Chen and Han 1988)
␦() =

u⫹v
w

(53)

with
u = 2␦c(␦2c ⫺ ␦2t )cos 
v = ␦c(2␦t ⫺ ␦c)兹4(␦2c ⫺ ␦2t )cos2 ⫹ 5␦t ⫺ 4␦c␦t
w = 4(␦c2 ⫺ ␦t2)cos2 ⫹ (␦c ⫺ 2␦t)2

The convexity of yield criterion (41) with respect to its arguments, the stress tensor  and the hardening force , entails
the following restrictions on friction coefficients ␦c and ␦t, independently of the chemoplastic couplings considered:
1
␦t ⱕ ␦c ⱕ 2␦t
2

(54)

Furthermore, the very existence of the strength domain defined
by (38) implies
0 ⱕ ␦c < 兹 3

0 ⱕ ␦c < 兹3/2

ⱖ0

(55)

The derivative of function ␦() with respect to the stress tensor
 reads
⭸␦()
⭸␦()
1
=⫺
Q
⭸
⭸(cos ) 2兹123

(56)

⭸␦()
(u⬘ ⫹ v⬘)w ⫺ (u ⫹ v)w⬘
=
⭸(cos )
w2

(57)

P=

where

with
u⬘ = 2␦c(␦2c ⫺ ␦2t );

v⬘ =

w⬘ 2
␦c (2␦t ⫺ ␦c);
2v

w⬘ = 8(␦2c ⫺ ␦2t )cos 

and Q a second-order tensor of a zero trace, given by
Q = (21 ⫺ 2 ⫺ 3)s ⫺ 22(2u1 嘸 u1 ⫺ u2 嘸 u2 ⫺ u3 嘸 u3)
(58)

where (u1; u2; u3) = eigenvectors associated with the eigenvalues (1 ⱖ 2 ⱖ 3) of stress tensor .
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APPENDIX IV.

NOTATION

The following symbols are used in this paper:
A
Am
B
C

=
=
=
=
Cε, Cd /᐀→0=
DE
d
E, E0
Ea
ep
f
fc, ft, fbc

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

G
H
h
I
K

k
ᏸ
l
m sk, m 0

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

P, Q =

second-order thermomechanical coupling tensor;
hydration affinity;
second-order chemomechanical coupling tensor;
fourth-order elastic stiffness tensors;
volume heat capacity and apparent volume heat capacity during dehydration;
elasticity domain;
plastic multiplier;
Young’s modulus and initial Young’s modulus;
hydration activation energy;
plastic strain deviator;
loading function;
concrete strength in uniaxial compression, uniaxial
tension, and biaxial compression;
shear modulus;
plastic hardening modulus;
plastic hardening coefficient;
fourth-order unit tensor;
bulk modulus;
isotropic conductivity coefficient;
chemoplastic coupling coefficient;
characteristic length of heat conduction;
latent heat of hydration;
hydration mass per volume unit and initial hydration mass per volume unit;
partial derivatives of Willam-Warnke criterion;
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q
R
S
s
T, T0

=
=
=
=
=

᐀
U
ui
X
x
ẋ
z

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

␣, ␣ =
␤ =
␦(), ␦t, ␦c =
ε, εp =

heat flux vector;
universal constant for ideal gas;
entropy;
stress deviator;
(absolute) temperature and reference temperature
(= 293 K);
characteristic time of structural heat conduction;
frozen energy;
eigenvector associated with principal stress i;
dimensionless position vector;
position vector;
time derivative of quantity x;
isotropic plastic hardening/softening function of
concrete;
second-order tensor of thermal dilatation coefficients and isotropic thermal dilatation coefficient;
second-order chemomechanical coupling tensor;
Willam-Warnke friction angle function and friction
angle on tensile and compression meridian;
volume strain and plastic volume strain;
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, p




⌳

, (T )
, 0


i

d

1
c

⌿

1

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

strain tensor and plastic strain tensor;
chemoplastic hardening force;
viscous coefficient;
Lode angle;
(de-)hydration equilibrium constant;
elastic compliance tensor;
Poisson’s ratio;
hydration degree and thermal dehydration function;
cohesion pressure and initial cohesion pressure;
mean stress;
stress tensor;
eigenvalue i of stress tensor;
second stress deviator invariant;
characteristic time of dehydration;
dissipation;
plastic dissipation;
hydration dissipation;
hardening/softening variable;
free energy;
(elastic) strain energy; and
second-order unit tensor.

